Stuff I’ve Made

by Emma Kelley

Code + Specs + Diagrams

Liquid Light Display
~ September to present : EC.A790 Engineering, Art, and Science Course

Project Goal: To create a liquid light display that evolves with the viewer’s inputs.

Each Wednesday at MIT, I assist Professor Ed Moriarty’s freshmen seminar,
Engineering, Art and Science. The main objective of the course is to complete a project
throughout the semester. One group saw my “Hydro Chime” and was inspired to focus their
project on water. Now, I work as a member of their team, bringing experience and water-usage
techniques. Unlike the “Hydro Chime”, this project involves programmed mechanics through
Arduino, and (potentially) sound or movement sensors to create the piece truly interactive.
Because I know a decent amount about pumps, water pressure, and liquid light, I focus
primarily on learning advanced Arduino – the software and hardware – so the project’s LEDs,
servos and pump can be programmable based on measured inputs (viewer proximity or sound).
Info:

Skills used/learned:

Arduino, circuitry, heavy machinery, soldering (more to come)

Developing a circuit with an Arduino relay
module so the Arduino brain can control 12 V
water pump: relay module needs to be used
because an Arduino cannot handle 12 V.

Specific diagram of inputs and outputs of each
piece of circuit.

Dismantling of
Hydro Chime to
modify pump system
and tubing.
Test of circuit

The Hydro Chime
~ July 2016: MIT Edgerton Engineering and Design Workshop

Project Goal: To create public kinetic art, both visual and musical, powered by water and gravity,

in order to display a physical interaction between art and engineering that ignites the kid in everyone.
I served as “Systems Integrator” of a six-person team; divided tasks, set goals, analyzed
various failures, created final presentation, settled conflict.
Info:

Skills used/learned: 3D modeling, 3D printing, heavy machinery, fluid mechanics, circuitry,
principles of pumps and water pressure, leadership

3.

2.

1.
1+2. Planning water catcher’s
dimension for 3D printing to
ensure proper weighting and
ability to collect projectile water.
3+4. Developing equation to
relate water projectile distance of
water’s exit from top of tube.

4.

Me building
iteration 4

The Final

Final Project: The Hydro Chime is a piece of water-powered, kinetic art that uses principles of

gravity and fluid dynamics to create music. The instrument has three notes, each of which operates at a
different frequency. The three tubes overflow purposefully to ensure constant and consistent water
flow into the deer chasers.

Helen the Underwater Drone
~ August 2016

Project Goal: To create a model sea glider that uses a change in buoyancy as propulsion to ensure

low power, prolonged underwater travel for potential data gathering purposes.
I built a glider over the course of a week using a water bottle, 3D printed parts and an
Arduino. It is powered only by a 9-volt battery – serves as a model of a low-power underwater
vehicle designed to gather information from the ocean over the course of many months.
Info:

Skills used/learned:

Arduino, soldering, circuitry, buoyancy

Building
process

Arduino Code:

The Final testing on Charles

Features:
The Phillipian
~ < 15 hours a week
since Fall 2015

In February 2015, I began working for the
Features section of The Phillipian – the comedy
section of Andover’s weekly, student-run,
uncensored newspaper. I worked my way onto
the masthead as a Features Associate and I now
serve as the Features Editor.

so far…

InDesign, Photoshop,
management, leadership, comedy, satire

Supervises 21 writers per week

Info:

Skills used/learned:

created over 30 issues
contributed over 100 articles
and

The SailYak™
~ August 2015

Project Goal: To make kayaking more exhilarating by harnessing the power of the wind.
Info: I completed this home project in a day after kayaking and feeling slightly bored. I
drafted a rough model on Google SketchUp then repurposed materials to create SailYak!
Skills used/learned:

trash picking, Google SketchUp, basic building

